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284-286 Bunker Hill Street (1855-1856)
From Boston Landmark Commission’s Charlestown Historic
Resources Study 1981 (E. W. Gordon, Consultant)*:

284-286 Bunker Hill Street

1981
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284-286 Bunker Hill Street

2015

Numbers 284 -286 Bunker Hill Street is a three story, high
style Greek Revival townhouse duo with planar brick surfaces,
granite faced basements, and side hall plans. There are raised
brickwork moldings at the cornice level and a gable roof. A
curious feature, in terms of form, is the one bay by one bay
projecting segment of 286. There are two dormers per
building.
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Their paired, recessed entrances have multipaneled walls,
Doric pilasters and cornice-headed entablatures. Nineteenth
century double doors are extant. The windows have simple
stone sills, lintels with tabs, and 1/1 replacement sash. An
ornamental cast iron band runs beneath the second floor
windows.

284 Bunker Hill Street, entry and iron band detail, 1981
Builder: Benjamin Page
Original owner: Benjamin Page
Numbers 284 and 286 are key components in the "wall" of
mid-19th century masonry and wood frame structures lining
the southwest side of Bunker Hill Street. They rank among the
more sophisticated examples of Charlestown townhouse
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architecture in terms of substantial scale and high-quality
design and craftsmanship. In comparison with South End row
houses of the mid-1850s, these townhouses are conservative in
terms of form (flat front rather than bow front), style (Greek
Revival rather than Italianate) and elements (cast iron second
floor railings were more widely employed on Beacon Hill row
houses during the 1840s than the 1850s).

286 Bunker Hill Street, entry detail

19081

These houses are the work of Benjamin Page, a "stone mason".
Page was active in Charlestown building trades from 1845 to
circa 1860. He is first listed as a mason in the Charlestown
Directory of 1845. His house is listed as "Bunker Hill". From
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1848 to 1858 he lived at 227 Bunker Hill Street near Pearl, or
what is now 285 on Bunker Hill Street. Page is credited, in
addition, with: 285-289 Bunker Hill Street, a trio of Italianate
row houses of brick with cast iron trim, 1850; 101-107
Baldwin Street, a Greek Revival row circa 1849-1850; and 2- 8
Coral Place, wood frame row houses off Pearl Street, in 18471848.
On May 17, 1855 (711:314), Benjamin Page paid Richard
Sullivan $2028.50 for 286’s lot. Number 284’s lot is described
as "the land conveyed to Oliver Smith by Sullivan and
Cunningham” (Francis Cunningham of Milton, clerk). Oliver
Smith is first listed here in 1860-occupation, lumber dealer,
140 commercial, Boston, with a wharf at 183 Medford Street,
Charlestown. On November 17, 1856 Benjamin Page sold 286’s
lot and buildings to Richard H Yarrington of South Abington,
master mariner, for 11,000. (751:176).
Later owners included Isaac Frothingham, Josiah Webber Sr
and Daniel Lewis. By 1875, John Donovan, contractor, owned
286 while 284 was owned by Charles F Newell, milk contractor
(Charles F Newell and Alonso Tower, 5 Main Street,
Charlestown). By 1901, Patrick Donovan owned 284 and
Margaret Long owned 286.
These buildings' lots were part of the extensive landholdings of
Richard Sullivan Jr, a Boston commercial merchant and Beacon
Hill resident. During the 1800s Richard Sullivan Sr had
purchased numerous tracts of land on either side of Sullivan
Street from Oliver Holden. By the 1840s the Sullivans began to
sell off their extensive land holdings at Charlestown Neck as
well as Sullivan Street and vicinity. Presumably Richard Sr was
introduced to Charlestown land speculation by his father,
James Sullivan. James Sullivan was governor of Massachusetts
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in 1807 and was president of the Middlesex Canal Company
during the 1790s and early 1800s. Completed in 1803, the
canal linked the Merrimack Valley with Boston Harbor. The
canal’s southern terminus was at Charlestown Neck. The
Sullivans’ land sales of the 1840s were prompted in part by the
decline of the Middlesex Canal. Competition from the Boston
and Lowell Railroad (1833), and climate and maintenance
problems were factors (1850s/early 1860s) that led to the
canal company’s dissolution.
Bibliography:
Maps- 1818, 1833, 1839, 1848, 1851
Atlases- 1875, 1885, 1892, 1901
Charlestown Business Directories- 1834- 1874
Boston Directories- post 1874
Middlesex Deeds

*Digitized, and edited without change in content, from the

scanned record in the Massachusetts Cultural Resource
Information System, and with addition of current photographs.
In the case of houses that have been altered since the survey,
these photographs may not entirely correspond to the
architectural description. If earlier photographs of suitable
quality are available, these have been included.
R. Dinsmore

